Minimum Order
Antigravity Batteries $300
Associated Equipment $20 For Member Drop ships
$8.00 fee
Autometer Products $100 - All orders less than
$100 will have a $5.00 small
order fee
Battery Equaliser Case Quantity

Battery Technology (BTI) $125
Boostmi $250
Clore Automotive $200
CSB Battery $100
CTEK Case Quantity
Dantona $25

Free Freight US
$3,000
$2000
$1650 Continental USA, $3300
Alaska & Hawaii
All orders are shipped FOB
San Marcos CA ZIP 92078 Freight is added to your
invoice.
$550 - Exception -See above
policy for UPS free to
continental USA
$2000
$1,000
$3,000 to 48 USA
$2,000
$300 except alkaline and lead

Deltran - Battery Tender Case Qty on some, see details $600 - backorders are left
above
East Penn - Wire & Cable Program $300 and Case Quantity Must
be ordered
ECCO $100 USA

open to ship
$2,000
$500

Enersys / Odyssey $100 If you do not use your

$5,000 for Odyssey - HK
own shipping account number battery and/or cabinet sales
freight is a $95.00 minimum or must stand alone at $10,000
7% of invoice
for free freight EP and Cyclon
are n/a for freight
Enerya Full TL Program - orders may All Freight is Free in the 48
be split with 3 separate drops, USA 40,000 pound max on
$175 each drop
loads please
25 batteries
Exide 25 batteries

EZ Red $50 if less than $5 surcharge

N/A
applies. Drop shipments $5
$600 excluding lead
Fedco Electronics $25.00 orders less than this
will be charged $10 processing
fee
50 Batteries
Ford Motorcraft 50 Batteries

GS BATTERY 1 Master Carton
Lifeline Batteries $100
Mammoth Coolers Case Quantity
Midtronics $100

250 batteries SLA only or Mix
and Match with MC $2000
$3,000 in three different part
numbers
$2,000
$2000

Mule Lighting $100

$1,500

NEP Electronics $100

$500 on small items only $1,500 on SLA and complete
offering
NEPO $100 orders less than will incur $2,500
a $10 fee
$2,500
New Pig Case Qty

NITEIZE $300 and Case Quantity
NOCO $250 & case quantity on all
battery boxes and chemicals
only. $50 drop fee to non
member locations
NorthStar Battery None

$1,500
$2500

$149.00 flat fee

Orion Power Systems $1,500 to $2499.99 = $49 flat

$2,500.00
rate standard commercial
delivery (plus any residential
charges, lift gate charges, etc!)
$1,499.99 and under =
Customer pays all freight
$1,250.00 lower 48 only
OUTBACK FLASHLIGHTS Case Quantity

Power Products $100

N/A

Power-Sonic Orders under $50 have a $15

$2,500
surcharge from PS and under
$100 their surcharge is $10.00
LITHIUM has no free freight
due to HAZMAT
$1300
PowerBright No Minimum

PrimarySource / Energizer and Duracell $200
Pro Charging Systems $200.00
PROMARINER, MARINCO, ANCOR, $100
BEP, MASTERVOLT
Quick Cable $50
Rayovac / Varta $300 is available with $25
surcharge
Reliable Refurbs 1 Pallet

ROLLS 1 pallet

$500
$5,000
$1000
$1,000
$500
Call for a quote
US 48 only available to

RSR Corporation Call for price on lead today
1-844-POWER10
Samlex America $500.00 orders less than are
charged $25
Schauer $300

FOB Kent, WA & Plymouth, MI
for US orders
$1500

Schumacher Electric Case Quantity
Selecta $50.00
Sigmas Tek None
Sunstone Engineering $100
SUREHOLD $75.00
Trans-Canada Energies - Auto, Marine 12 pallets per container
and Commercial Batteries from Korea
Universal Power Group $100
Velleman $50.00

$2,000
$700 Continental USA only
$2,650.00
N/A
$75.00
Container is free - Fill in
program is available for a 5%
upcharge over container plus
freight
$2000
$300.00 all 50 states

Voltz Power Orders under $100 have a $15 $2,500
surchage
Whistler Case Quantity

Wirthco / Battery Doctor $50 and Case Pack Only -

$1,500

Upcharge for breaking see
program
Xantrex $1,000

$5,600

Yuasa / Motocross 20 batteries
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$2,000

$2500 if combined with SLA
case or 250 MC batteries

